Temperature screenings will help prevent COVID-19 spread

According to CDC guidance, temperature scanning is an additional layer of protection for your safety. When combined with social distancing, sanitization, masks and other efforts, we can reduce the spread of COVID-19.

**GATE ENTRANCE PROTOCOL**

**Step 1:** Keep 6-foot distance. Follow signs & remove hardhats for forehead scanning.

**Step 2:** If your temperature is at or below 100.4 degrees Fahrenheit, you may enter gate.

**Step 3:** If your temperature is 100.5 or higher, you will be directed to a nearby station for a second temperature screening.

**Step 4:** Those who pass the secondary screening will be issued a fast pass to bypass the initial screening lines and go straight to the turnstiles.

**Step 5:** Those who fail will be offered a COVID-19 test at the Singing River Hospital screening trailer & directed to home quarantine as necessary.

*Note:* Vehicle occupants entering the yard through the Main Gate Traffic Control Point need to have windows rolled down to allow screeners to take their temperature. Vans & buses will pull to the side & a screener will board the vehicle to take temperature of all occupants.

Ingalls will not store any medical data at initial screening.
How Ingalls is helping keep us safe


Temperature scan required to enter all Ingalls facilities